Understanding the type, formation energy and capture cross section of defects is one of the challenges in the field of organometallic halide perovskite (OMHP) devices. Currently, such understanding is limited, restricting the power conversion efficiencies of OMHPs solar cells from reaching their Shockley-Queisser limit. In more matured semiconductors like Si, the knowledge of defects was one of the major factor in successful technological implementation. This knowledge and its control can make a paradigm in development of OMHP devices. Here, we report on deep level (DL) defects and their effect on free charge transport properties of single crystalline methylammonium lead bromide perovskite (MAPbBr3). In order to determine DL activation energy and capture cross section we used photo-Hall effect spectroscopy (PHES) with enhanced illumination in both steady-state and dynamic regimes. This method has shown to be convenient due to the direct DL visualization by sub-bandgap photo-excitation of trapped carriers. DLs with activation energies of EV + 1.05 eV, EV + 1.5 eV, and EV + 1.9 eV (or EC -1.9 eV) were detected. The hole capture cross section of h = 4 × 10 -17 cm 2 is found using photoconductivity relaxation after sub-bandgap photo-excitation. Here, we found the DL defects responsible for non-radiative recombination and its impact on band alignment for the first time. Additionally, the transport properties of single crystal MAPbBr3 is measured by Time of Flight 2 (ToF) at several biases. The analysis of ToF measurement further confirms increase of Hall mobility and the enhancement of hole transport produced by sub-bandgap illumination in MAPbBr3 devices.
Introduction
Since the important work of Kojima et al. [1] in 2009 showing the power conversion efficiency (PCE) of around 3.81% for solid-state perovskite solar cells, organometallic halide perovskites (OMHPs) have experienced a remarkable development as highly efficient optoelectronic materials for a variety of applications particularly solar cells [2] , light emitting diodes [3] (LEDs) and photodetectors [4] . Recently, it has been shown by several groups that the outstanding intrinsic properties in OMHPs single crystals can empower a new generation of ionizing radiation sensors with remarkably high mobility-lifetime product [5, 6] . One notable property of OMHPs is the lowtemperature solution growth, which is considerably lower than high-temperature melt growth techniques commonly used for classical inorganic semiconductors (e.g., Si, CdTe, GaAs, Ge, etc.).
However, one can expect a relatively high concentration of defects introduced during lowtemperature growth of single crystal OMHP and its polycrystalline thin films. So far, there is limited information on the properties and electronic impact of defects in OMHP device performance. In general, defects can change the electric field distribution and charge transport in a device and/or response time, and reduce device signal integrity. The semiconducting properties, controlled by shallow and deep traps, can be described from three parameters: i) majority charge carriers, ii) mobility, and iii) charge carrier lifetime. Based on impedance spectroscopy and numerical analysis, it has been shown that OMHPs are, in fact, intrinsic semiconductors, robust against accidental extrinsic doping [7] . This is attributed to the physicochemical mechanism related to band structure, requiring a large formation energy of deep traps within the band structure, effectively protecting the perovskite semiconductor from being extrinsically doped. While shallow level defects can be ionized at room temperature and act as a dopant which effects free carrier concentration and conductivity, deep level defects can pin the Fermi level and limit charge carrier transport. In more matured semiconductors like Si, the knowledge of defects was one of the major factors in successful technological implementation [8] . Therefore, understanding the type, formation energy, and capture cross-section of defects is critical and can lead to further development of OMHP devices.
Several studies explain that main intrinsic defects are shallow level defects leading to long carrier diffusion length and carrier lifetime coupled to efficient OMHP devices suggesting a class of materials with low concentration of defects and/or highly defect tolerance [9] [10] [11] . The low concentration of deep level defect is attributed to Schottky type defects created when a quasi-neutral space charge (SC) results from a near-equal concertation of anion and cation vacancies in the material. However, it was revealed that the performance of OMHP devices is mainly limited by Shockley-Read-Hall (SHR) recombination confirming that defects are dynamic elements and have a critical role in the development of OMHP devices [9, 12, 13] . Although maybe benign, it is crucial to fundamentally understand how deep levels can explain the long carrier lifetime and how this characteristic can be used in the practical development of OMHP devices.
Non-radiative, defect-assisted carrier recombination is particularly important for operation of solar cells with higher Voc and in achieving high charge collection efficiency in ionizing radiation sensors [14] . According to DFT calculations, deep level defects in OMHPs have high formation energies and are related to the growth condition [15] . It was predicted that Pb and halide interstitials and antisites can create deep level defects [9, 12, [15] [16] [17] . The shallow acceptor defects with low formation energies were identified as −2 , −1 , −1 , and the shallow donor defects as +1 , +1 , +2 [9, 18, 19] which can intrinsically dope OMHPs as p-type or n-type, respectively [9, 16] . Still, experimental verification of computationally predicted deep level (DL) states within the bandgap are needed to further improve OMHP device performance.
Several different deep level spectroscopy methods have been used to identify deep-level ionization energy [20] [21] [22] [23] [24] and capture cross section [20, 25] in conventional inorganic semiconductors.
These methods face serious obstacles in organic and hybrid semiconductor materials due to low DL concentrations and capture cross section [18, 26] , and therefore the electrical structure of such organic semiconductors remains poorly understood. It is also a common problem in both organic and hybrid semiconductors to identify relative deep level (DL) positions inside the band gap, i.e. whether DL energy locates below or above the Fermi energy. The knowledge of DL positions inside the band gap plays a crucial role in semiconductor development [25] and therefore, appropriate methods must be applied to identify DLs in OMHPs. Chen et al. have shown that Hall effect and photoconductivity measurements are an effective technique in studying charge transport and carrier trapping in OMHP devices [27] and organic field-effect transistors [28] . In this method, Chen et al. applied a photoexcitation with photon energies higher than band gap to generate free electrons and holes. The generation of both carrier types lead to a low Hall signal. Therefore, they used a rotating magnetic field in combination with lock-in amplifier to amplify the signal. However, this can complicate the Hall measurement set up. In addition, light illumination with photon energies higher than band gap energy can mix holes and electrons signals which makes information on a single carrier property unavailable.
Here, we develop photo-Hall effect spectroscopy (PHES) technique without rotating magnetic field and based on sub-bandgap photoexcitation to enhance Hall signal due to single carrier generation from DLs. The variation of photon energy can further be used to probe the electrical structure of the material. Recently, we have shown that PHES modified by amplified sub-bandgap illumination can be used as an effective tool to study DL defects, including the properties of recombination-like levels in CdTe based detectors [29, 30] .
In general, PHES is a straightforward technique based on the direct visualization of deep states by the free carriers' excitation. In this method, the enhanced photon flux produced by a filtered white laser is used to generate free charge carriers via sub-bandgap photo-excitation of DLs where low absorption is typically observed [26, 31] . The PHES measurements can be divided into three main groups: i) the Hall signal measurements with different illuminating photon energies which allows DL threshold energy detection, ii) the Hall mobility and photo-Hall conductivity (PhC) as a function of illumination intensity, and iii) the relaxation time of photoconductivity allowing determination of DL recombination properties. In this manuscript we examine the electrical structure, mixed conductivity, and recombination properties of MAPbBr3 single crystals by PHES in both steady-state and dynamic regimes to determine the energy and capture cross section of DLs in this material for the first time.
Further we apply current waveforms (CWF) time of flight (ToF) measurements to investigate the transport properties of MAPbBr3 single crystals. Time of flight (ToF) technique has been widely used to study charge carrier drift mobility in OMHP devices [32] [33] [34] [35] [36] . The CWF recorded in ToF are induced by photo-generated charge carriers drifting through the sample under applied biases. When the abovebandgap laser light pulses are used for charge carriers generation several transport parameters of semiconductors can be evaluated including transit time, charge carrier mobility and lifetime of free carriers. The drift mobility measured by ToF is used to examine mixed conductivity in MAPbBr3 single crystal device.
Results

Deep-level parameters detected by photo-Hall effect spectroscopy (PHES)
A scheme of the PHES measurements and an image of the device tested are provided in properties. The bipolar Hall mobility is given by the relation
where µe, µp, n, and p are electron mobility, hole mobility, electron, and hole concentrations, respectively. The scattering parameters Ap and An are constants, and here we use the assumption that = = 1. According to Eq. 1 , the energy level of the DL traps inside the band gap can be detected by the observed change in the Hall mobility and photoconductivity. However, due to higher quality of PhC signal compare to Hall mobility signal, which is few orders of magnitude lower, the detection of DL activation energy is usually based on photoconductivity spectra. When a photon energy is enough to activate deep levels, free carriers, electrons or holes, are generated. The lowest energy where PhC response or enhancement is detected considered as activation energy. Note that PhC does not contain information on the nature of photo-exited free charge carriers and as a result on the relative position of DLs in the band gap. Therefore, the Hall mobility in PHES is used to show free carrier nature, whether free holes or electrons are generated. The Hall mobility increases in a ptype material due to free hole generation assisted by photo-excited acceptor-like DL, model 2, and the free electron generation assisted by photo-excited donor-like DL, model 1, leads to a decrease in the Hall mobility; both processes are shown in Figure 1(b) . Note that free electron generation also leads to a conversion of the Hall voltage from positive to negative sign.
As it was mentioned earlier, the detection of deep level states in OMHPs is a known challenge.
In order to discover the electrical structure and to find the main DL properties, we studied single crystal MAPbBr3 devices by photo-Hall effect spectroscopy with enhanced sub-bandgap illumination.
The intensity of light used was 1 mWcm -2 , significantly less than that used in photovoltaic operation [37] , and does not lead to a photo-induced material degradation [38] . Single crystals typical dimensions are around 1×2.5×9 mm 3 . Details of crystal growth can be found in materials section. The photoconductivity and Hall mobility spectra in the energy range of 1.0-2.4 eV are shown in Figure   2 . Two single crystal samples show very similar PHES results. The MAPbBr3 crystals show no photocurrent response upon illumination with a photon energy less than 1.05 eV, which is where the first DL threshold energy is observed. The second and third threshold energies are detected at 1.5 eV and 1.9 eV, respectively. Note that PhC in Figure 2 (a) is shown in logarithmic scale to present the whole spectrum. The PhC spectra in a linear scale can be found in supplementary information, Figure   S1 . As can be seen in Figure S1 the initial photon energies started from 0.6 eV when the first increase is detected at 1.05 eV. The alternative model, the parallel free electron activity [27] , also fails to explain the Hall mobility and Hall coefficient increase, especially in subbandgap illumination condition where only one type of carrier is generated. Such deviation can be explained by mixed ionic-electronic conductivity in this class of materials and needs to be carefully considered.
The Hall coefficient and conductivity can be explicitly found from the solution of the Boltzmann [39] equation where all moving carriers, including low mobile ions, are considered in the model. The mixed conductivity, , of a p-type material with dominant ion concentration, Ni, can be presented by the following equation
where μi and qe, are ion mobility, and elementary charge respectively. The Hall mobility μH, and the Hall coefficient RH can also be modified considering ionic conductivity as follows:
In the case of a material with multiple types of ions, we assume that a single ion type has a maximal μiNi product which dominates in Eqs. (2) (3) (4) . If the hole drift mobility μp is known, Eqs. (2-3) can be further resolved to find the hole carrier concentration (p) as well as μiNi product. In this study, we do not differentiate ions from mobile defects [19] (or defect + polaron system [40] ) which may both be present in OMHPs, and the term "ion" is applied in the sense of low mobility charge carriers.
As evident from Eq. (2), the increase of the hole concentration, = 0 + ∆ , created by light induced photo carriers Δp, leads to the increase of RH in a material with mixed conductivity as a result of much higher hole mobility. As the value of RH is proportional to VH the free hole generation leads to the Hall signal enhancement as is also theoretically predicted by Eq. 3 and experimentally proven in regions is attributed to an increase in available density of states (roughly DOS~√ℎ ) in the edge of the valance band [41] . The photoconductivity saturation tendency at 1.3-1.43 eV can be explained by a known dependence of a photon capture cross-section on photon energy [42, 43] and also by the depletion of exited DL. The notable rise in the photoconductivity in energy region III (hv > 1.9 eV) are normally recognized as shallower level 38 , D3, and phonon-assisted band-to-band absorption. The interpretation of DL D3 is more complicated due to the proximity of the level to one of the bands. The excitation of D3 and consequent hole generation can be achieved by two excitation mechanisms. The first one, direct photon absorption and electron transition to DL with activation energy EV + 1.9 eV followed by free hole generation. The second mechanism is based on the photo-excitation of DL D3 (alternative model) with activation energy EC -1.9 eV where hole generation is reached by thermal and secondary photo-excitation of electrons in the valence band as shown in Figure 4 . The shallow states with activation energies of Et < 0.3 eV were also detected in previous studies [44, 45] . The drop in photoconductivity for the incident light above 2.1 eV is associated with bandgap edge absorption where the light is preferably absorbed on the surface. The bandgap energy of 2.2 eV is estimated considering the spectral resolution of the light source in that energy region, which is in agreement with UV-Vis and photoluminescence emission spectra shown in Figure S4 in the methods part of the paper. 
Mixed ionic and electronic conductivity and transport properties of MAPbBr3
Due to the same trends in PHES results for the all samples, hereinafter sample No 1 is chosen for more detailed study. To evaluate the ionic contribution to the measured conductivity under high illumination, photoconductivity and Hall mobility (Hall coefficient) were studied as a function of the photon flux at 1.46 and 1.9 eV photon energies for sample 1 (see Figure 5(a-b) ). The semiconductor characterization by current waveforms (CWF) ToF is based on the carrier generation by a short above-bandgap laser pulse focused at the center of the anode. The photogenerated free holes are collected on the negative biased cathode. The current transient induced by moving holes is expressed by a single exponent relation [46] (
where τ is holes lifetime characterizing their passing through the device volume. As can be seen in Figure 6 , a constant profile of the electric field is found in the device which can be further verified from the transit time electric filed dependence. The hole mobility µp can be found from the transit time tr and the bias U according to
where L is a detector thickness. The transit time is found from the inflection point of the current waveform which gives a typical error of 10 % in the mobility value [47] . Since the Hall data can be extracted using light illumination, the Hall relations in Eq. (2-3), which include ionic contributions, may be used to find p and μiNi. It is known that for semiconductors and for MAPbBr3, in particular, the drift mobility is affected by phonons or polarones [48] [49] [50] [51] . To activate additional scattering mechanisms (charged and neutral defects) either a large concentration of charged defects should be present, or a high photoexcitation intensity should be applied. Therefore, the limitation of drift mobility caused by the enhanced ionized defect scattering is not significant at room temperature when the ionized defect density is below 10 17 cm 3 [52, 53] . Consequently, the constant drift mobility can be safely used in the further calculations. The value of the hole mobility found by
ToF is used in the calculations. The data in Figure 5 were used to find ionic and free carriers contributions at high illumination intensity, and the data in Figure 2 were used in the case of low illumination rate. The corresponding points which were used for calculation are highlighted with red brackets in Figure 2 . [55] . The diffusion coefficient of 10 -12 -10 -9 cm 2 s -1 is estimated from the found ionic mobility. The contribution of ions in Hall measurements has been explained in detail in Supplementary information.
Deep level recombination parameters
The Shockley-Reed-Hall (SRH) theory and photoconductivity relaxation can be used to determine the capture cross section of DL traps [29, 30] . The kinetic equation of SRH hole recombination rate for a single DL can be found using Eq. (7), which describes hole relaxation after continuous excitation is switched off.
In Eq. (8), Nt, pt, and h are the total DL concentration, the hole density at the DL, and the thermal velocity of holes, respectively. Assuming holes previously excited from a single DL, which was filled by holes in the dark, the charge neutrality requires that Eq. (8) be fulfilled, where p0 is the hole density in the dark.
Substituting Eq. (8) into Eq. (7) we obtain the solution for
where pmax is the hole density at the time when photo-induced excitation ceases. The hole density parameters p0 and pmax are defined by the experiment using measured conductivity and taking into account the ionic conductivity, 98%, at low illumination intensity identified previously. By using the calculated hole mobility from ToF measurements (162 cm 2 V -1 s -1 ), h from the well-known formula [56] , and the effective hole mass of 0.11me [57, 58] for OMHPs, the hole capture cross section h remains the only unknown parameter.
Photoconductivity relaxation measured at 1. Therefore the obtained value of capture cross section reproduce the real capture of the free carriers [25] .
This "real value" of capture cross section is hardly accessible from the other methods because it is typically founded from temperature dependencies [59, 60] .
More complicated relaxation dynamics is observed at 1.67 eV photon energy excitation and the observed photoconductivity transients cannot be fitted by the single DL model as shown in 
Discussion
In this work, we provide a profound insight into crucial electrical and transport properties of OMHPs [61] . The dipole screening [62] or large polaron formation [32, 36, 57] were proposed to explain such a discrepancy between theoretical and experimental results.
Using the PHES measurements with tunable photon energies, we revealed the intra-bandgap electrical structure of MAPbBr3 single crystals. Deep levels with activation energies EV + 1.05 eV (D1), EV + 1.5 eV (D2), and EV + 1.9 eV (or EC -1.9 eV) (D3) were detected. The bandgap of 2.2 eV could be estimated from PHES spectra, which was in agreement with other optical measurements ( Figure S4) . The free hole generation was experimentally proven in Figure 2 Due to the novelty of observed DL transitions we do not cogitate on the microscopic structure of detected DLs in this paper.
The measured photoconductivity in the sub-bandgap energy region is a few orders of magnitude lower than that observed in inorganic semiconductors [29, 30, 63, 64] . The lower photoconductivity may indicate the low defect concentration in the range of 10 9 -10 12 cm -3 according to SRH simulations [30] . The hole capture cross section of h = 4 × 10 -17 cm 2 of DL D1 with the activation energy EV + 1.05 eV was found from photoconductivity relaxation measurements. The assignment of DLs as electron/hole trap or recombination center is complicated due to unknown electron capture cross section, but few important remarks can be given. It is apparent that, in the presented DL model, hole recombination is controlled by DL D1. Recalling the hole capture cross section and DL concentration, the SRH lifetime of 10 -4 -10 -1 s is estimated (according to Eq. 20 in the Supplementary section) which is in good agreement with previous findings [65, 66] and the lifetime value 140 μs founded by ToF method in this manuscript. The evaluated free hole lifetime is comparable with the lifetime of free carriers in conventional inorganic semiconductor materials [25, 27, 67] . Deep levels D2 and D3 are empty in the dark and the electron lifetime can be controlled by one of these deep levels. The photoconductivity superlinearity observed in this study is commonly explained for inorganic materials by multiple DLs in the material [68, 69] and cannot be observed by a single DL excitation. The power dependence with ≈ 1 was reported by Chen et al in MAPbI3 [27] and considered as trap assisted recombination with one DL recombination channel involved. In the case of multiple DL recombination channels, the value of can be greater than 1 and the photon flux dependence can principally show a more complex profile as predicted by SRH theory [30, [68] [69] [70] . [15] . By modifying the calculations using hybrid density functional calculations, Du showed that only halide interstitials ( − in case of MAPbI3) and its complexes (antisite which is not stable and decomposes into − and − ) induce deep electron and hole trapping levels inside the band gap, acting as nonradiative recombination centers [71] . Very recently, Meggiolaro et al. have demonstrated that only less abundant interstitial iodine defects are responsible for deep traps in MAPbI3 leaving only short-living hole traps [72] . On the other hands, the possibility of formation of deep hole polarons was also reported which can effect on the charge carrier dynamics [73] .
The Mixed ionic-electronic conductivity was demonstrated in MAPbBr3 by PHES measurements. The ionic contribution in the conductivity of 98% and μiNi = 2.6×10 10 cm
found at moderate sub-bandgap illumination, which may slightly deviate from the values in the dark.
The ion impact in conductivity decreases to 65% under extensive illumination. Although photoexcitation enhances the ionic conductivity of OMHPs by several orders of magnitude [74] the photo-induced free hole carriers still dominate in the charge transport with a much higher hole generation rate which is in agreement with our calculations. The presence of ions or mobile defects can lead to deformation of the electric field profile inside MAPbBr3 and to its inevitable polarization.
This is in agreement with the observed ion migration in many other studies [31, 38, 55, [75] [76] [77] of OMHPs. It was also theoretically shown by Apiroz et al. [19] that mobile defect vacancies can quickly drift to the metal contact on time scales of ~1 μs, but slower ions migration was experimentally observed taking minutes or even hours.
The relatively low capture cross section found by PHES in the dynamic regime can be explained by screening from the high relative permittivity of OMHPs [18] leading to a low SRH recombination rate. The small capture cross section of defects was previously ascribed by polaronic nature of charge carriers in OMHPs and the rearrangement of MA dipoles in the vicinity of defects [18] . The defect screening produced by ions was also proposed by several groups [5, 62, 78] .
To conclude, we characterize the electrical structure of MAPbBr3 which has been hardly described so far. Three deep levels with activation energies EV + 1.05 eV, EV + 1.5 eV, and EV + 1.9
eV (or EC -1.9 eV) were detected. We emphasize that in our study DLs are founded by steady-state PHES allowing the direct visualization of deep states by the free carriers' excitation without intermediate complicated calculations. We showed that PHES with enhanced illumination is the important tool which allows deep levels defect detection even in the material with low defect concentration inaccessible by other spectroscopy methods. Relatively low hole capture cross section of h = 4 × 10 We also found that ionic (or another low mobile species) conductivity prevails in the dark and the electronic conductivity prevail under ionic part during illumination due to the higher free hole generation rate. This study opens a richer picture of the role and properties of deep levels in MAPbBr3 
where S, L, and d are the cross section, the distance between conductivity probes, and thickness of the sample, respectively. Note that the obtained value of is determined by VH/V ratio. Therefore, remains unaffected by contingent transversal inhomogeneity of the sample induced for example by surface leakage current.
The photoconductivity is defined as the difference between the conductivity σ(I) under the photon flux I and dark conductivity σ(0)
To generate free carriers in MAPbBr3 we used a powerful white laser with a maximal filtered output photon flux of 1.3×10 15 cm -2 s -1 . The laser source provides nearly constant photon flux in the 0.5 -2.4 eV energy region [79] which is in the strongest interest for DL spectroscopy. The sharp rise of the laser intensity near 1090 nm (spectral width of 25 nm) [79] was skipped by a monochromator. The spectral resolution of the monochromator was measured using Ocean Optics spectrometer. The resolution (defined by FWHM) grows nearly linearly from 0.01 eV at 0.5 eV up to 0.15 eV at 2.3 eV.
Linear interpolation of these values was used to correctly determine the DL threshold energies at intermediate energies. Samples with typical dimensions of 1×2.5×9 mm 3 were used for galvanomagnetic measurements.
The PhC spectra in a linear scale are shown in Figure S1 . As can be seen the initial photon energies started from 0.6 eV when the first increase was detected at 1.05 eV. The second threshold is detected at 1.48 eV. show low photon energy data where no photoconductivity response was detected.
Hall effect in material with electrical and mixed conductivity:
The increase of Hall coefficient and Hall signal enhancement can be explained by ions contribution as was qualitatively explained in Eq. (3) and Eq. (4). Here we have derived the ion contribution in detail:
The Hall signal in a semiconductor material without mixed conductivity follows below equation:
The Hall voltage VH1 is defined by the hole concentration p. If now we consider a semiconductor with mixed conductivity, Eq. (14) is modified to:
As can be seen, the Hall signal is suppressed by the ionic impact μiNi:
The Hall signal in a semiconductor with pure electronic conductivity is higher ( 1 > 2 ) however, the Hall signal can be enhanced by the light illumination by increasing hole concentration as it was shown in the manuscript.
Here we show RH1 and RH2 as a function of hole concentration in Figure S2 . The value of μiNi product is fixed to 10 11 cm -1 V -1 s -1 for simplicity. As it can be seen, the generation of free holes lead to an increase in Hall coefficient while ion free Hall coefficient decreases. As can be seen in Figure S3 , Hall mobility starts from very low values <1 cm 2 V -1 s -1 and then converges to hole drift mobility at higher hole concentration. Note that it is well established that ion concentration Ni can also enhance under illumination in OMHPs 66 , but as it was shown in the manuscript this change is two order of magnitude lower than the impact of free hole in photoconductivity. Therefore, a slight increase in the ion concentration does not influence PHES deep level detection.
Materials
Lead bromide (≥98%) and methylammonium bromide (MABr) were purchased from Alfa Aesar, Dimethylformamide (DMF) (anhydrous, 99.8%) were purchased from Sigma Aldrich. All precursors and solvents were used as received. Single crystals of MAPbBr3 was grown via an inverse temperature crystallization (ITC) method [80] with a slightly modified temperature gradient. In this method, MABr and PbBr2 were mixed with 1:0.8 molar ratio in 1 mL DMF solvent. The solution was stirred for 1 h and then filtered using a 0.2 μm PTFE filter. The solution was then placed in an oil bath on a hot plate and MAPbBr3 single crystals are grown by slow temperature increase during overnight to 75 °C. After growth, the crystals were washed using dichloromethane (DCM). From UVVisible absorption spectrum a sharp edge is observed at 540 nm ( Figure S4 ) with the extrapolated bandgap energy of around 2.2 eV, in agreement with literature [80] . The primary photoluminescence emission peak is centered at 530 nm, and a secondary peak is centered at 575 nm due to strong selfabsorption, which are consistent with published results [81] . Prior to contacts deposition, MAPbBr3 samples were initially rinsed in pure toluene and then dried in using compressed dry air. The
MAPbBr3 single crystals were prepared in two different ways. The first sample was glued on a silicone support with a commercially available acrylate lacquer (30 wt. % in toluene). The front crystal face was mechanically covered by a mask made of an aluminum foil. The second sample was masked using only acrylate lacquer. The latter was dried by keeping crystals in the open air for 10 minutes. Afterward, gold contacts were evaporated in 10 -5 mbar vacuum; the resulting samples were taken off the supports in pure toluene, additionally rinsed in the same solution and dried in air flow.
Between measurements to prevent material degradation we kept crystals in dark condition in sealed containers over both moisture and oxygen absorbents. Samples typical resistivity of 3x10 8 Ωcm was found from four point resistivity measurements. During this time, many small crystals formed in solution as seed crystals. Next the seed crystals were placed in fresh preheated solution (2), where they were allowed to grow larger at 55 ° C for 19 h. This cycle was repeated 2 more times for growing larger crystals. The grown crystals were then dried with Kimwipe. The whole crystallization was performed in the glovebox. Samples typical resistivity of 5x10 7 Ωcm was found from four point resistivity measurements.
Photo-Hall in MAPbBr3 single crystals grown with different method:
Deep levels with activation energies EV + 1.05 eV, EV + 1.5 eV, and EV + 1.9 eV (EC -1.9 eV)
were detected by PHES in MAPbBr3 as shown in Figure S5 . This sample was grown with slightly different method in the lab of Czech Technical University in Prague (Details can be found in materials section). 
Time of flight measurements
MAPbBr3 single crystals with a typical thickness of 1.8 mm are studied by laser-induced transient current measurements. For this experiment, two opposite gold contacts were deposited on single crystal MAPbBr3 by thermal evaporation. A DC bias, varying between 6 V and 12 V, was applied to the sample. Anode side of the sample was illuminated by the above-bandgap pulse laser, that was powered by the amplified output of the arbitrary waveform generator. Only hole signal was collected.
Incident probe pulses had the wavelength of 450 nm, pulse width of 100 ns, and the repetition rate was set to 100 Hz. We applied neutral density optical filter to attenuate the light pulse peak power to ~ 5 mW. So that, the used probe pulse intensity is weak enough not to affect the properties of the studied material. We use an in-house designed wide bandwidth high frequency voltage amplifier to record CWF by the digital sampling oscilloscope (4 GHz, 11 bit resolution). The detailed scheme of the ToF apparatus was shown in our previous works [25, 82] .
Shockley-Read-Hall recombination theory
The Shockley-Read-Hall hole recombination-generation rate [83] complemented by illuminationmediated deep level -band transitions is given by relations
=̃ℎ ( − ).
where n, p, nti(pti,), ℎ , are the densities of free electrons, free holes, electrons(holes) trapped in the i-th level, and hole net recombination rate at the i-th level. The quantities defining recombination rates nti, Nti, σhi, and h in Eqs. (18) (19) are intrinsic carrier density, i-th DL density, hole thermal capture cross section, and hole thermal velocity. Symbol p1i stands for electron and hole densities in case of Fermi level EF being set equal to the DL ionization energy Eti [83] . The effect of illumination on the i-th DL occupancy is defined by Ici (Ivi) generation rate from i-th level to the conduction (valence) band where I, ̃ei, and ̃hi are the photon flux and photon capture cross sections relevant to the conduction and valence band transition respectively. The hole lifetimes τ can be found by relation
The inter-band light induced generation rate and bimolecular recombination rate are neglected in the case of sub-bandgap illumination. The simplified version of Eqs. (18) (19) in the case of single DL is used to find the hole capture cross section in this paper. 
